Edge 2 tail light drz400

The upgrade board is a drop in replacement for the OEM LED board inside the Edge Tail Light,
and provides programmable integrated turn signals, as well as safety brake pulsing. The unit
also has brighter LED's than the stock Edge2 board, and is designed with , life hour capacitors
for exceptionally long life operation. If you have a US license plate, you will need to drill two
new holes in it to mount it up to the DRC license bracket. You install these Suzuki OEM tail light
and turn signal connectors on the wiring for the 12oClockLabs Processor board which you've
installed inside the Edge2 Tail Light , which then allows you to plug directly into the OEM
connectors already on your bike. Creates a fully plug and play installation. There have been
issues with LED's not working properly on these bikes, and this will address that issue. The
12oClockLabs Fixed Rate Flasher will fix that, and slow down the flash rate of your front turn
signals. You can choose that option from the drop down below. No warranty is made or implied
regarding any product sold by Devo Tech, Inc. The user assumes all risks. Please read the rest
of our Legal Disclaimer before ordering. Our on-line store is up and running 24 hours a day, 7
days a week. We use Yahoo! Secure Servers for all transactions so you can shop with complete
confidence. If you are uncomfortable ordering online, call or email us for more ordering options.
It is available with a Red or Smoke tail light lense. All LED's come on as a running light, then all
get brighter when brakes are applied. License plate illumination provided by 3 white LED's on
bottom of tail light. If you have a US license plate, you will need to drill two new holes in it to
mount it up to the DRC license bracket. You can add them by choosing from the "Flasher
Options" dropdown below. More info on the flashers here You install the connectors on the
wiring for your new tail light and flashers, which then allows you to plug them into the OEM
connectors already on your bike. Creates a fully plug and play installation!! You can choose that
option from the drop down below. We may also have the new 12oClockLabs Tail Light in stock.
No warranty is made or implied regarding any product sold by Devo Tech, Inc. The user
assumes all risks. Please read the rest of our Legal Disclaimer before ordering. Our on-line
store is up and running 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. We use Yahoo! Secure Servers for all
transactions so you can shop with complete confidence. If you are uncomfortable ordering
online, call or email us for more ordering options. Forums New posts. Donate to TWT. Log in
Register. What's new. New posts. Log in. Install the app. Welcome to the Two Wheeled Texans
community! Feel free to hang out and lurk as long as you like. However, we would like to
encourage you to register so that you can join the community and use the numerous features
on the site. After registering, don't forget to post up an introduction! JavaScript is disabled. For
a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using
an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade
or use an alternative browser. Thread starter jsb Start date Feb 5, Okay the stock unit was
looking like a reject disco light Maybe the fast blinking will get inattentive cagers to notice I
know from watching cars with really fast blinkers, its hard to see that they are blinking if they go
to fast. AlphaFire X5. I am considering getting one of those for my DRZ, but haven't bit the bullet
on the price yet. How much did that cost you, turn signals included? AlphaFire X5 said:. You
should be able to eliminate the "fast" blinking with a "variable" flasher relay , available through
just about any local auto parts store Autozone, O'Reilly etc. Joined Nov 7, Messages 30
Reaction score 0 Location austin,tx. He ships your stuff out next day and has the best prices I
have seen anywhere. He is always willing to help you with any questions by email or phone as
well. One time when I was looking for a particular item, he offered to order a custom one, just
for me He also often throws in some extra free stuff in your package He's got the Edge, Edge 2,
IC relays, many LED flashers to choose from, and mounts. If you decide to get the Edge The
first Edge was made specifically for the DRZ and fits perfectly!!! The Edge 2 is more of a
universal tail light and takes a little work to get fit properly. I hear you on the prices of all the
mods I have done this one to my drz however and think it was money well spent. It makes the
bike look x better. Who knows what Suzuki was thinking when they put that big hunk of plastic
on the bike and called it a rear tail light. Chirpy said:. I think that way it will make your decision a
little easier. DancesWithCurves said:. Thanks a lot guys! I hope you got it from langstonracing I
could have saved you the shipping as I just ordered Zeta 3-finger pivot levers, Zeta armor
guards and XC flasher handguards from langstonracing yesterday as well!!!! We definitely need
to meet up sometime soon. Just finished installing the Edge tail light on my DRZ Looks way
better. The TX plate holes didn't match up so I am working on that. I did not install the relay to
correct the flasher speed, but they are not all that fast anyway. You must log in or register to
reply here. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to
keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use
of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers,
or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. Made from aluminum16 high intensity red L. Actual product

may vary according to vehicle. Skip to main content. FREE delivery: March 5 - Fastest delivery:
March 3 - 8. Only 16 left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction
is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system
encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Chaparral Motorsports.
Sold by. Brand: Dr Dry. About this item This fits your. Frequently bought together. Total price:
To see our price, add these items to your cart. Why don't we show the price? Add all three to
Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show
details. Ships from and sold by Chaparral Motorsports. Ships from and sold by LuckyBike.
Ships from and sold by Shade Tree Powersports. Customers who viewed this item also viewed.
Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. What other items do customers
buy after viewing this item? Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have
a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later.
Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Customers
who bought this item also bought. Motion Pro Throttle Sleeve. See questions and answers.
Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to
verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent
Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right
now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. So got this to replace the whale tail. For starters
installing it was a pain in the ass. The bolts were ever so slightly larger than the original ones
and on the DRZS the spacing is slightly off. Then once you get it installed yOu come to find the
license plate bracket is waaaaaay too small. Living in the US the plates are far larger so you
need to either hold it with zip ties or drill your plate to fit it. Looks wise it's awesome. It's super
bright and looks absolutely badass. If you don't mind putting in the elbow grease it's worth it.
Be sure to solder the wires as well. This light was not made for my bike. Smoked lens. Looks
fantastic! Only one hole lined up, but I had predicted that before I bought it. I was able to easily
mark and drill two more holes with a hand drill in my driveway in about 30 seconds. The
included optional turn signal brackets are sleak and work great with aftermarket mini signals.
Led lights are very crisp and bright. You can't even see this light on my bike when its off. It
blends in and looks like its part of the rear fender. I event had one person look around and ask
why I didn't have a tail light. Amazing quality. Just spend the extra cash and skip the cheapo
Chinese models. You will be impressed. Bought the smoke lens version to replace a broken
taillight assembly and do away with unsightly plastic fender splash guard on a Zero Xu. LED
bulbs reduce power consumption on the electric motorcycle, insignificantly in the big picture. I
had to drill two more holes to bolt up to the Zero subframe. Bracket was a little wide but made it
work. Used the included turn signal mounting brackets to relocate the existing Zero turn
signals. Nice and bright, includes bullet connector components for the wiring. One warning: NM
motorcycle license plates have mounting holes spaced too far apart. Had to use a sheet metal
nibbler on the plate to insert mounting hardware. It looks excellent, and is brighter than stock in
the dark. Included hardware provides tabs to mount stock turn signals, but a few washers were
added to secure to my preference. The plate mount is too small for US plates. I used an angle
grinder and the stock plate hardware to make some tabs to modify it. Didnt take long or a PHD.
Images in this review. So awesome and easy to install. The light looks great! If you understand
how to wire just a little it's no problem only three wires that you have to crimp or solder
together. The bracket itself a strong well made piece and I can't tell you enough the leds in the
light look great makes the bike look so much cleaner and newer! One person found this helpful.
This is easy to install and looks great on the bike. However it takes some modification to mount
the plate onto it. The holes dont line up with the ones on an American license plate. I just used
zipties and made it work. Fits great , didn't use supplied connectors just cut and policed clip off
of the factory tail. Does not say in instructions but save your license plate bracket from tail and
bolt it to this one. That way plates can be mounted. This is a nice tail light assembly. I bought in
combination with DRC smoked blinkers. This assembly includes brackets that fit the DRC
blinkers, so that was nice. Just mounted it to the fender. See all reviews. Pages with related
products. See and discover other items: led moto , led tail lights. There's a problem loading this
menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping.
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Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or
customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. Made from aluminum16 high intensity red L. Actual product
may vary according to vehicle. Skip to main content. FREE delivery: March 5 - Fastest delivery:
March 3 - 8. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard
to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information
during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Chaparral Motorsports. Sold by. Brand: Dr Dry.
About this item This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to
List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and
sold by Chaparral Motorsports. Sold by Distric and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Customers
who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page.
What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? Compare with similar items.
Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your
request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would you
like to tell us about a lower price? Customers who bought this item also bought. Motion Pro
Throttle Sleeve. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all
customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States.
There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Great
bright light - installation can be a bit tricky but doable. It is kind of a puzzle thanks to Suzuki.
Just make sure you use the stock oval shaped plastic "base" for each blinker. The DRC stays
are a bit small but they do work. I think the biggest issue anyone would have is that your
blinkers are a bit more free to move mounted on the DRC stays. If you sock all the mounting
hardware down tight that should solve that issue. On a side note after installation I discovered
that my brake light was on all the time. I thought it was something I did so I temporarily
connected the stock tail light and it did the same thing Grrrrrrr. I took the bike over a friends
house and we were messing with the brakes and suddenly it started working right. It turns out
that it was the screw adjustment on the rear brake light switch. I love an easy fix! For what you
pay for this you would hope that it would fit US license plates, but it doesn't. It does fit the DRZ
perfectly like it says, and they include mounting hardware and electrical connectors.
Instructions for wiring are incorrect as well. Cool product but now I have to drill holes in my
license plate Images in this review. Bolts right on with no issues. Packaging states that it will
not work with stock turn signals, but it does. They will bolt right through the 8mm hole in the
adapter plates. Works great! Works well. Installation instructions are very clear. Provided wiring
hardware is cheap garbage. Housing isn't water proof from factory. Otherwise you're going to
fry the board and have dead LEDs. As others have said, holes in the plate holder are not
designed for USA plates. Not a big deal, but whatever. One person found this helpful. Works
great led liscense plate light blew out but doesnt matter bc I normally dont ride at night but it is
super bright and takes away the ugly fender tail light that drzs come with. Makes my DRZ look
so much better. Love it. Makes my DRZ look so much better! It is bright for how small it looks. It
would be even more awesome if it had integrated turn signals but hey still not complaining. You
do you have to cut into your wiring to install it but just take your time and you will figure it out. It
isn't hard. It is worth it in the end. I have submerged this in water and it still works. Long story I
have jumped my DRZ and this has stayed in place and still works. The quality is very good.
Super bright. Easy install if you know how to wire. Fits perfectly on my drzsm. Only gripe is that
I had to drill new holes in my license plate to fit the bracket. Looks Great on the motorcycle very
bright sleek design. Very easy to install. My only two honest complaints: take the connectors
they give you in the package throw them directly into the garbage can make your way to your
local hardware store purchase some high-quality connectors and shrink tubing. Secondly The
bracket doesn't accommodate American license plates so you will have to make an adapter or
simply drill holes into your current plate. Other than that very happy with this light. See all
reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Translate all reviews to English. Perfect fit for Drz
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